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Abstract. In this work, firstly we have established Hermite-Hadamard-Feje´r inequality for con-
formable fractional integrals. Secondly, we give a new lemma and obtain Hermite-Hadamard-
Feje´r type integral inequalities for conformable fractional integrals by using this lemma.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A function f W I  R! R is said to be convex if the inequality
f .uC .1 /v/ f .u/C .1 /f .v/
holds for all u;v 2 I and  2 Œ0;1.










f .x/dx  f .a/Cf .b/
2
(1.1)
is known as the Hermite-Hadamard inequality.
Feje´r gave a generalization of the inequalities of (1.1) as the following: If f W
Œa;b! R is a convex function, g W Œa;b! R is non-negative, integrable and sym-

















Definition 1. Let f 2L1Œa;b. The Riemann-Liouville integrals JaCf and Jb f








.x  t / 1f .t/dt; x > a
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.t  x/ 1f .t/dt; x < b
respectively where   ./D R10 e tu 1du. Here J 0aCf .x/D J 0b f .x/D f .x/:
In the case of D 1, the fractional integral reduces to the classical integral.
We define the Beta function [4, p18]:




ta 1 .1  t /b 1dt; a;b > 0;
where   .˛/D R10 e tu˛ 1du is the Gamma function.




ta 1 .1  t /b 1dt; a;b > 0;0 x  1
Incomplete Beta function satisfies the following identity
Bt .a;b/CB1 t .b;a/D B.a;b/ (1.3)












dxCf .b.t/; t/b0.t/Cf .a.t/; t/a0.t/ (1.4)
where f .x; t/ be a function such that the partial derivative of f with respect to t exists,
and is continuous.
In spite of its valuable contributions to mathematical analysis, the Riemann-
Liouville fractional integrals have deficiencies. For example the solution of the dif-













/ is the fractional derivative of y of order 1
2
.
The solution of the above differential equation have caused to imagine on a new
and simple representation of the definition of fractional derivative. In [3], Khalil et
al. gave a new definition that is called ”Conformable fractional derivative”. They not
only proved further properties of this definitions but also gave the differences with the
other fractional derivatives. Besides, another considerable study have presented by
Abdeljawad to discuss the basic concepts of fractional calculus. In [1], Abdeljawad
gave the following definitions of right-left fractional integrals:
Definition 2. Let ˛ 2 .n;nC 1, n D 0;1;2; ::: and set ˇ D ˛   n then the left
conformable fractional integral starting at a if order ˛ is defined by
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.x  t /n.b x/ˇ 1f .x/dx:
Notice that if ˛ D nC 1 then ˇ D ˛ nD nC 1 nD 1 and hence .I a˛ f /.t/D
.J anC1f /.t/.
The main purpose of this paper is to establish Hermite-Hadamard-Feje´r inequalit-
ies for convex functions via conformable fractional integral. We also obtain Hermite-
Hadamard type inequalities of these classes of functions.
2. HERMITE-HADAMARD-FEJE´R INEQUALITIES FOR CONFORMABLE
FRACTIONAL INEQUALITIES
Throughout this section, let kgk1D supt2Œa;bjg.x/j, for the continuous function
g W Œa;b! R.
Lemma 1. If g W Œa;b! R is integrable and symmetric to .aCb/=2 with a < b,
then
I a˛ g.b/D bI˛g.a/D
1
2
ŒI a˛ g.b/C bI˛g.a/
with ˛ 2 .n;nC1; n 2N:
Proof. Since g is symmetric to .aC b/=2, we have g.aC b x/ D g.x/, for all

















.t  a/n.b  t /˛ n 1g.t/dt
D bI˛g.a/:
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 1. Let f W Œa;b! R be convex function with a < b and f 2 LŒa;b:
If g W Œa;b! R is non-negative, integrable and symmetric to .aC b/=2, then the












ŒI a˛ g.b/C bI˛g.a/ (2.1)
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˛ 2 .n;nC1.








taC .1  t /bC tbC .1  t /a
2

f .taC .1  t /b/Cf .tbC .1  t /b/
2
(2.2)
Multiplying both sides of (2.2) by 2t˛.1  t /˛ n 1g.tbC .1  t /a/ then integrating



















tn.1  t /˛ n 1f .tbC .1  t /a/g.tbC .1  t /a/dt:
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and the first inequality is proved. For the proof of the second inequality in (2.1) we
first note that if f is a convex function, then, for all t 2 Œ0;1, it yields
f .taC .1  t /b/Cf .tbC .1  t /a/ f .a/Cf .b/: (2.3)
Then multiplying both sides of (3.3) by 2t˛.1  t /˛ n 1g.tbC .1  t /a/ and integ-
rating the resulting inequality with respect to t over Œ0;1, we obtainZ 1
0




tn.1  t /˛ n 1f .tbC .1  t /a/g.tbC .1  t /a/dt
 Œf .a/Cf .b/
Z 1
0












ŒI a˛ g.b/C bI˛g.a/
The proof is completed. 
Remark 1. If we take ˛ D nC 1 in Theorem 2.1, then we obtain Theorem 2.2 in
[2].
3. HERMITE-HADAMARD-FEJE´R TYPE INEQUALITIES FOR CONFORMABLE
FRACTIONAL INEQUALITIES
Lemma 2. Let f W Œa;b! R be a differentiable mapping on .a;b/ with a < b
and f
0 2 LŒa;b: If g W Œa;b! R is integrable and symmetric to .aCb/=2 then the

















sn.1  s/˛ n 1g..1  s/aC sb/dsC
Z t
1
.1  s/ns˛ n 1g..1  s/aC sb/ds

with ˛ 2 .n;nC1:
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..1  t /aC tb/dt
DI1CI2:




sn.1  s/˛ n 1g..1  s/aC sb/ds













































.1  s/ns˛ n 1g..1  s/aC sb/ds




















































ŒI a˛ g.b/C bI˛g.a/  ŒI a˛ .fg/.b/C bI˛.fg/.a/

:
Multiplying both sides by .b a/˛C1
nŠ
we obtain (3.1) which completes the proof. 
Remark 2. If we take ˛ D nC1 in Lemma 2, then we obtain Lemma 2.4 in [2].
Theorem 2. Let f W I R!R be a differentiable mapping on I o and f 0 2LŒa;b
with a < b. If jf 0 j is convex on Œa;b and g W Œa;b! R is continuous and symmetric
















with ˛ 2 .n;nC1.



















.1  t /jf 0.a/jC t jf 0.b/j
i
dt: (3.3)
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Since g W Œa;b! R is symmetric to .aCb/=2 we writeZ t
1




























n.1  s/˛ n 1ds; t 2 Œ0; 1
2
R t
1 t sn.1  s/˛ n 1ds; t 2 Œ12 ;1
: (3.4)


























































































































































































































































































































which completes the proof. 
Remark 3. If we take ˛D nC1 in Theorem 2, then we obtain Theorem 2.6 in [2].
Theorem 3. Let f W I R!R be a differentiable mapping on I o and f 0 2LŒa;b
with a < b. If jf 0 jq , q > 1, is convex on Œa;b and g W Œa;b! R is continuous and




















for ˛ 2 .n;nC1, where 1=pC1=q D 1





















jf 0.1  t /aC tbjqdt
!1=q
















































































.A B/q  Aq  Bq
for any A B  0 and q  1. The proof is completed. 
Remark 4. If we take ˛ D nC1 in Theorem 3, then we obtain Theorem 2.9 (i) in
[2].
Theorem 4. Let f W I R!R be a differentiable mapping on I o and f 0 2LŒa;b
with a < b. If jf 0 jq , q > 1, is convex on Œa;b and g W Œa;b! R is continuous and
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for ˛ 2 .n;nC1, where 1=pC1=q D 1:
























sn.1  s/˛ n 1g..1  s/aC sb/ds
ˇˇˇˇ
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We write (3.13) and (3.14) in (3.11), which completes the proof. 
Remark 5. If we take ˛D nC1 in Theorem 4, then we obtain Theorem 2.8 in [2].
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